We work systematically, connecting all components with a 'red thread'.

BE
- Strategic Development Sessions
- Asking the right questions

DO
- Strategy Maps
- Strategic Objectives
- Cause and Effect

MEASURE
- Performance Management
- KPI Processes
- Balanced Scorecard

Licensed Proprietary Products

PROSCI
CHANGE MANAGEMENT
www.prosci.com

ORSC
an ACTP from CRR Global
www.crrglobal.com

THE LEADERSHIP CHALLENGE
www.leadershipchallenge.com

Debbie Nicol
Managing Director
info@businessenmotion.com
Phone: +971 4 364 4575

We are different because we...

- Ask the right questions and have the tough conversations
- Co-create in-house capability and transfer full responsibility
- Convert difficult concepts into simplicity
- Work systematically, connecting all components with a 'red thread'
- Are always authentic, energetic, honest, curious and partnership-focused

Show evidence of deep, maximized outcomes and real change, achieved with a minimum of fuss.
'business en motion' recommends that before any business consultancy or learning services are applied, it is wise to clear the corporate space of the following:

- Toxicity
- Silos
- Conflict
- Misalignment
- Mistrust
- Burnout
- Role Confusion
- Stress
- Misalignment

**Systems Coaching serves:**

**Corporate Partnerships**
Vice Presidents, Department Heads

**Teams**
Team Realignment, Team Strengthening

**learning and training services**

- Design and Development
- Delivery of Training
eLearning Services
- Coaching Services
- Customized Interventions